EMBARGO UNTIL THE 6th OF MARCH
PRESS RELEASE
Satisfyer invites all women to create an online safe space in
celebration of International Women’s Day
London, 08th of March 2021 – Today, Satisfyer announced the launch of an
Instagram campaign on the occasion of International Women’s Day (IWD), to run
from March 8 to 14. In an effort to challenge traditional standards and concepts of
female sexuality, the award-winning sexual wellness company is using the
overarching IWD-theme #ChoosetoChallenge and calling upon users across the
world to add their own words to the statement “Sexual freedom empowers me to...”.
All statements tagged with @satisfyercom will be collected, anonymized, and
uploaded on https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/international-womens-day/ and serve as a
platform to showcase the diversity of individuals embrace their own sexuality as an
important step towards a fulfilling lifestyle. A wide range of influencers and activists in
the Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, France, Poland, Portugal, and the United
States have lent their support to the campaign.
Supporting Satisfyer’s IWD campaign is content creator and sex positive influencer
Ellie Tyrell who told Satisfyer “Sexual freedom empowers me to be unapologetically
myself. For too long women have been told what sexy should look like... and how sex
should be. Sexual freedom means I can explore sex by myself, on my terms, and
discover exactly what I like without fear of embarrassment/judgment! The result? A
whole lot more self love & self-acceptance!“
The campaign builds upon the company’s goal to celebrate human sexuality and
empower individuals. The so-called Satisfyer Effect (details below) unleashes
undiscovered levels of satisfaction and well-being, while also boosting confidence
levels. In particular, Satisfyer empowers women to tap into their sexual potential and
to create a fulfilling lifestyle by being able to openly express their sexual needs and
wants.
Against this background, Satisfyer aims to continue tearing down
taboos by giving all women easy access to a variety of testimonials
in an easily accessible online safe space. As Megwyn White,
Director of Education at Satisfyer and Certified Clinical Sexologist,
states: “Women are often criticized for embracing their bold,
dynamic sexuality – the standards set by society are not serving the
individual. In Ms. White’s view, “Unrealistic beauty standards are
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embedded into the minds of women, until they rebel with self-love and radical
expression of their own sensuality.”
To underline Ms. White’s statement, Satisfyer starts its initial call to action with an
illustration by the UK artist Hazel Mead, herself a strong advocate of female
empowerment. The picture shows multicultural silhouettes in a self-pleasuring
moment, underscoring the importance of saying a natural YES to yourself, releasing
tension, and embracing the empowering potential of female sexuality. In turn, the
illustration is aligned with one of the Satisfyer brand values – “sexual health is for
everyone, regardless of their sexual identity, socioeconomic background, age, or
gender”.

Illustration by @Hazel.Mead

According to Megwyn White, Satisfyer Sexologist, Mead’s picture evokes the primal
energy and freedom that people should enjoy in the middle of an orgasm. She adds
that this is precisely what Satisfyer would like to express in the picture: “Say Yes to
yourself and to your needs. Gain confidence by accepting yourself. Enjoy the energy
of your voice and body and wave goodbye to taught systems that restricted you.”
With this campaign, Satisfyer celebrates women’s confidence to say yes to their
sexuality. As Ms. White says, “it takes courage to accept yourself not as you want to
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be, but as you are, and to fully enjoy your body. This is why we hope that all the
different testimonials will provide a blueprint for other women to follow in their journey
of sexual discovery which shall lead the way to a more successful lifestyle.”
CALL TO ACTION
How to actively participate?
•

Complete the statement “Sexual freedom empowers me to…” between the
08th and 14th of March 2021

•

Tag @Satisfyercom and add the #Choosetochallenge from IWD

•

Upload it on your IG Story or Post

•

Satisfyer will collect the statement, anonymize it and upload it in the Safe
Space to inspire other women and show the many faces of sexual freedom
from all around the world

How to participate indirectly and draw inspiration?
Visit our Safe Space on Satisfyer.com by clicking the campaign banner on the front
page or visit directly: https://www.satisfyer.com/uk/international-womens-day/

Satisfyer effect
The experience that consumers have with Satisfyer products is unique, the so-called
“Satisfyer Effect” – a feeling that unleashes previously undiscovered levels of satisfaction,
health and empowerment.
With Satisfyer, both singles and couples experience more satisfaction in life through journey
of self-discovery and living out the full potential of their own sexuality. Orgasms come with a
host of benefits, including increased blood flow, improved mood, the release of tension and
support in warding off anxiety. Embracing and celebrating one’s sexuality provides a natural
empowerment and confidence boost through the release of dopamine and endorphins.

Megwyn White
Director of Education at Satisfyer and Certified Clinical Sexologist
Megwyn White is a Sexologist, and licensed sex coach practicing in NYC. She is
currently the Director of Education of the Satisfyer, a leading Sexual Wellness Brand
based in Germany. She has been a regular contributor for the Sex and Medicine
Summit, has been featured in Cosmopolitan, Health.com, Elite Daily, Refinery 29,
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Sensheant, and X-Biz magazine. She has been a featured speaker at the Sex Expo,
Yale School of Consciousness, Fashion Snoops, and the Assemblage in NYC, to
name a few. She is also the creator of Haptic Body, a somatic method focused
simple self-care practices which empower full-bodied connection, healing from sexual
trauma, and self-regulation of the nervous system through sensuality and
embodiment.

About Satisfyer
Blending tech innovation and sexual health, Satisfyer is a sexual wellness brand
dedicated to creating pleasurable, multi-sensory experiences for consumers.
Established in 2016, Satisfyer set the tone within the industry, proclaiming that sexual
health is for everyone, regardless of their sexual preference, socioeconomic
background, age, gender or skill level. Available in more than 100 countries, with
over 200 products and over 190 design awards, Satisfyer offers the most
comprehensive and robust assortment of high-quality devices, all at accessible
prices. Satisfyer leads the category in many countries, due to its marquee product,
the Pro 2, which is the most sold sexual wellness device in the world. For more
information, please visit www.satisfyer.com/uk/
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